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Abstract
This thesis provides an updated mini-review of literature in the emergency kit debate
(primo January 2017 to ultimo June 2019), as well as a review of household preparedness,
and the lack of informal preparedness research. I interviewed five Norwegian adults from two
Norwegian municipalities that either has experienced a significant water crisis or might be at
risk of one. Questions concerned their views on household preparedness. Most Norwegians
believe their government will solve crises swiftly, and as such see little reason to prepare.
However, the municipality level might not be equipped to handle them. The Respondents
indicated that poor local management of past crises might result in confidence issues, and I
suggest that this might be a factor that might lead to preparedness actions. The lack of a gold
standard for emergency kits, as well as the plethora of words used to describe them, are
criticised. I argued that a piece of the puzzle is missing when informal actions are neglected
and that the focus needs to shift towards considering household preparedness as a constant
and dynamic event. Issues of trust and confidence in community members’ ability to handle
themselves in crisis follow in the track of mass-panic portrayed by Hollywood disaster
movies. Yet, most people are shown to act in a prosocial manner in the face of crisis and
consequences to community preparedness as it relates to household preparedness is
discussed. Ultimately, although the main aim of this thesis was to find evidence of the
effectiveness of emergency kits in a crisis, no such evidence was found.
.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background: The need for disaster risk reduction within the household
This month, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2019), issued a
report to policymakers, highlighting that climate change will result in increased food
insecurity, severe limitation of access to water for irrigation and consumption, and a
continued increase in climate-related disasters (IPCC, 2019). One of the main themes from
the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030 is the focus on an all-ofsociety approach to Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) (UNISDR, 2015). With this approach in
mind, including communities, households and individuals in preparedness activities are
paramount. Official emergency response in a large-scale emergency cannot safely be
expected to reach all in need of assistance within the first 72 hours. The Norwegian
government expects that individuals, and as consequence households, must be able to take
care of themselves during the initial phase of an emergency event (Direktoratet for
Samfunnssikkerhet og Beredskap [The Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection] (DSB),
2018b). Within the sphere of household preparedness, there are several suggested activities
on the DSB managed website sikkerhverdag.no (DSB, n.d.). There is advice for making an
emergency plan, as well as information on how to deal with cold weather, lightning storms,
power outages, floods, storms, and a specific guide to assembling your household
preparedness storage (HPS) 3.
The notion of stocking useful items as a part of a household’s preparedness actions has
been around for decades. A hundred-and-something page book, conveniently named For å
Overleve [To Survive], used to be distributed to Norwegian households during the cold war
(1972–1990). It highlighted a plethora of actions one could take to become better prepared,
ranging from how to build an underground shelter in your back yard, to how to conserve food
(Direktoratet for Sivilt Beredskap, 1988). As the cold war ended, so did the authorities’
distribution of advice on household preparedness. That is, until December 2018, when a
leaflet on household preparedness suddenly dropped down in all Norwegian mailboxes

There is no agreed upon terminology in the literature – for an explanation for the terminology employed
herein, see the ‘concerning terminology’ section of the literature review.
3
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(‘Brosjyre til alle landets husstander om egenberedskap’ [Leaflet to the nation’s households
regarding personal emergency preparedness], 2018). Perhaps not a complete surprise as
Norway’s neighbouring country, Sweden, had distributed their leaflet earlier that year.
However, it focussed on the threat of military invasion, as well as other types of emergencies
(Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap [The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency],
2018). P. Brekke, the DSB director at the time, stated that, contrary to the Swedish version,
the Norwegian would not focus on war, as ‘most people do not understand war, does not
think about war, and I do not think they ought to either’ (Berg, 2018, para. 5). Norwegians
today are not particularly fuzzed about the potential for a disaster to strike close to home. If it
should happen, they trust in local and national governments to come to their rescue before
they could ever need their stored water or canned food (Hallvard, n.d.). Not that Norwegians
store water, as they are used to it being readily available in the tap, as well as in the country’s
many rivers and streams. Trust in water quality has traditionally been high throughout the
population, and only two out of ten households have any water stored in case of an
emergency (Storm-Mathisen & Lavik, 2016; Dalheim, 2014).
.
1.2. Research Aims
The aims were to identify individuals who had procured at least some items on the DSB
‘egenberedskapslager’ [personal emergency storage] list and to ascertain whether or not these
individuals had used any of the procured and stored items (e.g. bottled water). Second, to
provide evidence towards the usability of an HPS in an actual situation where resources are
limited, thus provide evidence to whether it is a reliable measure of household preparedness
or not. Third, to identify influences that cause or inhibits individuals to/from invest effort,
time, and money to improve their preparedness, herein whether or not they perceived their
vulnerability had any influence on their choice of action or inaction. Furthermore, to explore
whether an individual’s confidence in authorities’ handling of a crisis event had any influence
on household preparedness actions, and in what ways Norwegians consider their community
as a resource in such events.
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1.3. Research Objectives
•

Review the recent additions to the scientific literature on portable evacuation kits
(PEK) / household preparedness storage.

•

Investigate whether items usually included in an HPS prove useful in a situation
where an emergency event limits resources.

•

Explore the barriers to acquiring an HPS.

•

Examine how municipality authorities’ handling of crisis events influence perceptions
of vulnerability and actions concerning household preparedness.

•

Assess laypeople’s perception of the importance of the community in crisis events.

1.4. Research Questions
As the first objective relates to a mini-review of the recent additions to the literature on
HPS/PEK, the last four objectives have been further condensed into three main research
questions as outlined below:
•

In which ways do Norwegians consider having an HPS an essential element of
household preparedness?

•

How does the municipality management of a crisis influence their constituents’
household preparedness?

•

In what ways do Norwegians think about the role of their communities in crisis
events?

1.5. Scope
Regarding HPS/PES lists, the scope of this thesis target lists that intended for individuals
who do not require special medical attention or assistance beyond what is typical for a
healthy adult. The literature review does not include specific lists aimed at children (e.g.
school kits), pets, or domestic animals. The Norwegian society frames the discussion on
research findings and implications, and as such these might not be as applicable outside of
the Nordic region.
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1.6. Positionality
The researcher grew up in one of the municipalities (Nesodden) investigated in this thesis
and is currently a resident of that municipality, as well as a municipality politician
representing Arbeiderpartiet [The Labour Party]. As such, the researcher has been working
politically to influence many of the risks, vulnerabilities, and resilience issues identified and
discussed within this thesis, as they are directly relevant to their daily life.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
have split the following literature review into two parts. First, I supply an updated minireview bridging the gap between Pickering and colleagues (2018) review of guidelines and
supporting academic literature on HPS/PEK with literature from 2017 to ultimo June 2019.
With the newly added literature in mind, issues surrounding the lack of consensus on
terminology is discussed, including a suggestion of a combination of the two terms used
above. After navigating through the myriad of terms, I discuss kit contents, focussing
specifically the discovery that only one item, water, is included on all identified lists. Barriers
to household preparedness are discussed, as well as the implication that the current research
is top-down heavy, and that researchers seem to steer away from informal household
preparedness research. Finally, I consider the concept of community preparedness as it relates
to household preparedness and provide a summary of implications with recommendations for
further research.
2.2. Mini literature review
The specific literature review on the topic of HPS/PEK extends the work of Pickering and
colleagues (2018, p. 2), who reviewed existing guidelines and research evidence published
between 2006 and 2016, from 2017 until ultimo June 2019. In their review, they searched
both Embase and Scopus databases, as well as Google, for both peer-reviewed and grey
literature. Unfortunately, I did not have access to Embase; thus, I must limit my review to
Scopus and Google. I employ the structure, inclusion criteria (focus on household
preparedness, reference to grab bags), exclusion criteria (focus on general preparedness,
guidelines specific to pets, businesses, communities) and terms used by Pickering and
colleagues (2018, see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Scopus query (adapted from Pickering et al., 2018, p. 17)

After the removal of duplicates and articles outside the criteria, nine articles remained and
will be discussed further in the main literature review, as well as in the discussion section.
For convenience, I summarise the articles identified in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of articles
Authors

Purpose of the articles

Specific Focus

Terminology

1.
Thomas et al.,
2018

Describe the instructional
design strategies employed
in the development of
Ready CDC and evaluate
impact on behaviour change
and stage progression for
household disaster
preparedness behaviour.

Stage progression,
beliefs in self-efficacy
and assembling a kit,
through use of the
Transtheoretical model

Emergency kit

2.
Houghton et
al., 2017

Investigate whether the US
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention use of a
‘zombie theme’to reach
youth and young adults
resulted in the identified of
guns as a preparedness item
or not

Discusses themes of
exposure in campaigns
to increase emergency
preparedness

Emergency kit
lists

3.
Ostrovskiy &
Shemesh, 2018

Describe an alternative
approach to assembling an
emergency kit

Implies that current
guidelines are
impractical, particularly
in the event evacuation
becomes necessary

Bug-out bag,
emergency kit

4.
Said, Khin, &
Wan Nurizzati,
2019

Development of a disaster
kit based on a cultural
context for flood disaster
relief and preparedness

Developing a floodspecific kit which takes
Malaysian culture into
consideration

Disaster kit,
emergency
supplies, flood
supply kits

5.
Novak, Lozos,
& Spear, 2019)

Development of an
interactive escape room
intervention to educate
college students about
earthquake preparedness

Increase knowledge of
emergency kit supplies,
intention to engage in
preparedness activities

Emergency kit

6.
Nakayachi,
2018

Investigating Effects of
providing measures against
earthquakes

Examining the effects of
providing measures
against disasters on
recipients’ perceived
risks and preparedness
intentions

Emergency
food,
emergency
toilet kit
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Semantic content is key
when distinguishing
between digital images
representing useful and
non-useful items in an
earthquake-specific
survival kit,

Survival kit,

8.
examine the citizens’
Tam, Huang, & preparedness level in the
Chan, 2018
event of a general disaster
or outbreak of infectious
disease and to identify
suitable channels for
community disease
surveillance and risk
communication.

Level of disaster
preparedness was
examined according to
the possession of
disaster kit items.

Emergency kit,
household
emergency kit,
disaster kit

9.
StormMathisen &
Lavik, 2016

Mapping general
preparedness for crisis
events (knowledge,
experience, social
networks and material
resources)

No specific
terminology,
focus on
individual kit
items.

7.
Tsiara,
Mikropoulos,
Mavridis, &
Mercier, 2017

Investigating visual
awareness and semantic
recognition during a visual
decision-making task
concerning earthquakes, by
measuring brain activity and
especially event-related
potentials

Description main results
from a web survey on
households’ preparedness
for power and ICT outages.

2.2.3. Summary of mini-review
One article (1) evaluate preparedness before and after the implementation of a program
designed to increase preparedness. Four articles (2, 5, 6, 7) focused on specific design
elements, which are essential factors for influencing behaviour change concerning
preparedness activities. Two articles (8, 9) used kits or individual kit contents as a measure of
preparedness. Three articles (3, 4, 5) discussed issues around the development of a kit, and
two articles (8, 9) investigated kit contents.
2.3. Concerning Terminology
As evidenced in the mini-review in the previous chapter, there is currently no agreement
of a single terminology used to describe the concept of a ‘collection of items needed in order
to survive for 72 hours’ in the English literature. Pickering and colleagues (2018) identified at
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least fifteen different terms are used to describe roughly the same idea. The variations they
found were:
bugout bag, disaster kit, disaster preparedness kit, disaster survival kit, emergency bag,
emergency kit, emergency pack, emergency preparedness kit, emergency supplies kit, gobag, grab bag, supply kit, supplies kit, preparedness kit and safety kit.
Including the Norwegian term ‘egenberedskapslager’ [personal emergency storage] (DSB,
2018b), we arrive at sixteen different terms to describe more or less the same concept. Some
of the terms (e.g. go-bag, bug-out bag) indicate that they might be intended to be used during
an evacuation, or at least have some form of user mobility, while other terms, such as the one
used by DSB, seems to indicate an intention of shelter-in-place. Indeed the list does not
include any form of advice on mobility, and the translation does not immediately imply that
the idea is to prepare the household, although the comments on the sikkerhverdag.no website
imply it. There is a need for the scientific community to agree upon a set of predefined terms.
I suggest two terms which take the importance of semantics into account (see Tsiara,
Mikropoulos, Mavridis, & Mercier, 2017) and use these throughout this thesis. One term for
shelter-in-place storage (Household preparedness storage – HPS) and one for evacuation
purposes (portable evacuation kit – PEK). Although these terms add to the myriad of other
terms, they are useful additions first because they clarify the difference between a shelter-inplace solution and one defined for evacuation. Second, because HPS directly points to the
fact that all members of a household need to be included in activities, not only in an
emergency setting but in the actions that increase preparedness and resilience. Moreover,
whereas the DSB term is more ego-focused, which excludes the importance of community in
preparedness activities, these concepts could also easily be combined, resulting in a shelterin-place solution, including a portable evacuation kit.
2.4. Kit Content
Just as there remains ambiguity in terminology surrounding HPS/PEK, there are vast
differences in their indicated content, as well as the duration they intend to keep you
surviving. Perman and colleagues (2011) found 71 different lists in the United States, and the
only item they all had in common was water. The lists stemmed from 43 public and 28
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private sector organisations and ranged from 11 to 221 items (M = 61.6; SD = 40.8) Much of
the difference was attributed to how detailed the information was (e.g. ‘food’ versus listing a
wide range of food items). Even though there seems to be little consensus on the nitty-gritty
details when it comes to content, Perman and colleagues (2011) identified nine groups of
items that many lists had in common. These were water, food, first aid, hygiene, clothing,
household items, tools, special needs, and financial/family documents. The Norwegian list
provided by DSB has 21 items (see Figure 2). Assigning the 21 items into Perman and
colleagues’ nine groups, only the tools group are lacking items in the DSB’s ‘household
preparedness storage’ list (see Table 2: Items are numbered from Figure 2. top to bottom).
Regarding duration, 77.2 % of the lists stuck to the 72-hour format, and the rest varied
between five to fourteen days. As such, the 72-hour format seems somewhat accepted as the
standard, and it is also the duration in which Norwegians are expected to take care of
themselves in a disaster or large-scale emergency (DSB, 2018b).
Table 2. DSB’s ‘household preparedness storage’ list (Grouping according to that of
Perman and colleagues, 2011)
Group
Water
Food
First aid
Hygiene
Clothing
Household items
Tools
Special needs
Financial- / family documents

DSB’s ‘personal emergency storage’ list.
1
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
13, 21
16, 17
12
8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 19, 20
–
7
18

19

Figure 2. Personal emergency storage list. (Screenshot from DSB, 2018b, p. 3)
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The considerable variation in the number of items is problematic. If the list has too few
items, the individual/household could be under-prepared, yet believe that they have done
enough. If the list has too many items, it might be overwhelming, and turn out to be too
expensive for many. Indeed, when there are multiple lists available, ambiguity and confusion
might leave the individual in a state of uncertainty, wherein they choose not to take any
action at all (Tierney, 2000). Some items might also prove harder to store and/or transport
than others. Water is heavy, and hard to transport by foot, and some medications might
require a stable storage environment (e.g. cold chain), which makes their inclusion in a kit
intended for evacuation problematic (Kleinpeter, Krane, & Norman, 2006). Perman and
colleagues (2011, p. 18) therefore rightly advocates for a gold standard to be identified ‘based
on recognized human health and safety requirements’, and suggest using the Sphere project
to this effect (Sphere Project, 2018). Still, such a gold standard would be limited to items that
are relevant in all scenarios. Add-ons should be standardised based on climate and disaster
type. More than 3/4 of the identified lists, used the 72-hour scope, thus tailoring a golden
standard to this timeframe is advisable (Perman et al., 2011). As variation in climate and the
likelihood of different emergencies vary widely with geographical location and season,
tailoring a list to catch all scenarios is automatically going to increase the number of items
required, thus making it impractical. Ostrovskiy and Shemesh (2018) label this pitfall a
mission creep and discusses how different components might function as building blocks,
increasing the versatility and adaptability of a kit. As such, the idea is that add-ons for
different scenarios, cultural settings, climates et cetera. Time-extending components (e.g. for
seven or fourteen days) could likewise cater to people living in areas where the likelihood of
being cut off from emergency aid for more extended periods is high.
2.4.1. Water
As water was the only item identified on all lists, a closer look at the necessary water
requirements of a human being is warranted. The Sphere project has highlighted several key
factors when it comes to how important water is in a large-scale emergency or disaster setting
(Sphere Project, 2018, see also 2011 & 2004). Sphere states that ‘inadequate water quantity
and quality is the underlying cause of most public health problems in crises. There may not
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be sufficient water available to meet basic needs, so supplying a survival level of safe
drinking water is essential’ (2018, p. 105). Sphere further recommends that consulting
community members, to gain information on how they use the water in the area of the
emergency, such as taking into account seasonal variations in supply and demand (e.g.
watering of crops). When combining the average water used for drinking and domestic
hygiene per household Sphere sets the minimum requirement of 15 litres per person per day.
These requirements include 3 litres of water for survival (drinking and food), 6 litres for
hygiene practices, and 6 litres for basic cooking as can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Average volume of water used for drinking and domestic hygiene per household
(Screenshot from: Sphere Project, 2018, p. 107)

Thus, it seems clear that the average kit does not include water for anything but survival
(Perman et al., 2011). The limited amount of water places further constrain what sort of food
and hygienic measures the emergency kit may contain. The DSB’s household preparedness
storage list includes oats and dry food, as examples of food that is easy to store, and in their
further guidance, they propose soup (DSB, n.d.). However, an example of dried food
available in Norway, Real Turmat, requires nearly four dl of water to be edible (feeds one),
and many of the soups that are available in powder-format in the store require similar
amounts of water/person (‘Real Turmat Viltgryte’, n.d.). Assuming that a typical Norwegian
household consists of four people and by calculating the proposed water quantities above, a
22

household would need to cut their consumption significantly if they were left with the
advised three litres per person. To be precise, the kit only allows for 1/11th of the average
consumption in a Norwegian household (Approx. 140 litres, Norsk Vann [Norwegian Water],
2018).
2.5. Household Preparedness
Efforts to increase household preparedness has been many, yet a thorough review on the
development of household preparedness literature concluded that there is a lack of ‘evidenceinformed strategies to overcome (…) challenges to household preparedness’ (Levac, ToalSullivan, & O`Sullivan, 2012, p. 725). Perman and colleagues (2011) review further indicated
that while some of these challenges might be contingent upon the lack of governmental
effort, many were a result of a lack of knowledge of possible hazards and their effects, as
well as a general lack of knowledge of how to prepare. Even though the review indicated that
there might be a relationship between increased awareness of hazards and increased levels of
preparation, this increase will not manifest itself if people lack the resources or the know-how
to carry out preparedness actions. Although there are too many barriers to include here, one is
specifically related to this paper, and that is the fact that the space available to store
preparedness items is highly relevant to the acquiring of a household preparedness storage
(Perman et al., 2011, p. 19). Another factor is commented upon by Diekman and colleagues
(2007) who combined the use of a survey with the use of focus groups to ascertain household
preparedness in Atlanta, US-GA. They found that their participants (n = 16) defined
household emergency preparedness as ‘being able to survive with basic supplies (e.g., water,
flashlights) for 48 hours or longer’ (2007, see results section), which ultimately positions the
household preparedness storage as a necessity. Still, the members of the focus groups
indicated that although they might know how to prepare, they did not feel prepared for an
emergency, while indicating that motivations to prepare included the ability to protect loved
ones and previous experience with emergencies. Regressing to the lack of evidence-based
research highlighted above, Thomas and colleagues (2018) attempted to narrow this gap by
reviewing multiple campaigns targeted at improving household preparedness in the US. They
discovered that many of the initiatives did not produce consistent increases in preparedness,
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highlighting that the different campaigns all lacked in their use of features conducive to
learning. Furthermore, assessments based on a false dichotomy wherein they were either
prepared or not prepared are inaccurate. Thomas and colleagues (2018) point out that being
prepared is a dynamic process. For instance, a household might have stored water, but fail to
restock after an absence of tap water supply, or suddenly have extra people for dinner,
resulting in a temporary (or even permanent) depletion of canned foods.
2.6. ‘The Kit/Storage’ – Reliability as a Measure for Preparedness
As being prepared is a dynamic process, the question of whether having a preparedness
storage is a reliable measure of household preparedness surfaces. Heagle (2016) argued in
their review on ‘Disaster Supply Kits’ that there is a pre-existing notion that HPS/PEK result
in self-sufficiency for their intended timespan, thus contributing to disaster-related resilience.
However, this presumption lacks scientific evidence (Heagle, 2016). As identified in the
mini-review in this paper, researchers still ignore this issue (e.g. Tam et al., 2018, who
decided that a household having five items on the chosen kit list equals good household
preparedness). The closest thing to evidence that HPS/PEK lead to increased resilience seems
to be a blog post from USAID (2015) describing how a person used the contents of an
earthquake-specific kit to great success after the 2015 Nepal earthquake. Conveniently,
USAID financed the kit distribution before the disaster, and as such, the evidence remains
anecdotal, its function undoubtedly intended at targeting donors. However, when
interviewing the woman, she claimed that she ‘knew that the go bag was important and so
have [sic] kept one myself, but I had not imagined that our go bag could be that useful in this
situation’ (USAID, 2015, para. 3). Thus, indicating that in her situation, having a PEK made
the immediate aftermath of the earthquake easier. Even if we credit the USAID account
referred above as proper evidence of the validity of a kit as something that can contribute to
self-sufficiency and disaster-related resilience, it seems questionable to recommend an
HPS/PEK as an essential part of our household preparedness based upon a single piece of
evidence. Still, Heagle (2016) upholds that the recommendation should be to include the kit,
despite the lack of evidence towards it being a useful measure of preparedness or increasing
resilience. This recommendation seems to rest on the idea that most items appearing on kit
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lists are commonsensical items that one might require when the shop is closed, the electricity
is out, and the zombies are on their way. It seems reasonable to say that having a kit available
does not violate the ‘do no harm’ principle embedded in all humanitarian assistance (see, e.g.
ALNAP, 2018). However, there is an indirect monetary and storage cost, which could
undoubtedly be put to better use if the HPE/PEK are not of any significant use in an
emergency. The request from scientists researching this is united in the message that more
research is needed to ascertain whether HPS/PEK increase resilience and whether they ought
to be used as a measure for household preparedness (e.g. Pickering et al., 2018; Heagle,
2016; Perman, 2011).
2.7. Informal household preparedness
Another issue arises when dissecting how household preparedness is studied, measured,
as well as advocated by governmental agencies and scientists. Researchers predominantly
frame household preparedness in a top-down system, wherein people are expected to follow
normative guidelines and consequently become better prepared (Heidenstrøm & Kvarnlöf,
2017). However, Heidenstrøm (2019) argues that instead of investigating preparedness
activities as a result of top-down influences, the way individuals and households deal with
risk through their everyday dealings has received minimal attention. Through an adaptation
of Shove and colleagues (Shove, Pantzar, & Watson, 2012) work on how a practice is
established (see Figure 3), Heidenstrøm (2019, p. 16) argues that ‘households are active and
skilled actors that deal with preparedness in their everyday lives, not passive recipients of
support’. Thus, by regarding quantitative responses of top-down household preparedness
measures, the puzzle is missing a corner piece. Many of the routinised activities of
individuals in their day-to-day activities are increasing preparedness (Heidenstrøm &
Kvarnlöf, 2017). Furthermore, both quantitative and qualitative methods tend to use
language-based methods of inquiry, even though much of people’s everyday life is made up
of non-reflexive actions that happen because they became embodied years ago (Heidenstrøm,
2019). As such, supplying the current body of research with studies that get to the informal
household preparedness actions, such as walk-alongs, observations, and conversations about
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everyday actions that resemble actions one might take in a crisis event should be a priority
for future research.
Figure 3. Formal and informal household preparedness. (Screenshot from: Heidenstrøm,
2019, p. 4)

2.8. Community
As discussed, both measuring and influencing household preparedness presents real
challenges. Still, the picture is not all black and white. Although Kapucu’s work (2008) on
community preparedness efforts during four hurricanes in Florida identified that communities
and individuals became complacent when faced with the threat of four hurricanes in six
weeks, it was not impossible to influence change. Kapucu argues that if authorities do not
invest time and effort in educating citizens about the reality facing them, people are prone to
underestimate the severity of the danger. Still, coordination in communities is not effortless,
and involves ‘complex interactions among multiple government agencies, non-profit
organisations, private business, and individual citizens (…) [which is] almost as difficult as
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the problems that the initiative is created to address.’ (Kapucu, 2008, p. 256). Frandsen and
colleagues (2011) underline the importance of not only engaging the households but also that
of empowering them. In their research on bushfires (wildfires) in Australia, they identified
that preparedness efforts tailored to the knowledge levels of the individuals in the community
were effective in increasing preparedness for bushfires. The use of an official community
development officer as a facilitator for further grassroots-dependent preparedness efforts was
similarly a critical factor in this increase.
2.9. Summary
There is no widely accepted standard of terms to describe household preparedness
storages or portable emergency kits. As such, a primary goal to enable meta-analyses and
combinations of different types of research, the scientific and emergency communities should
agree upon a common terminology. The kits themselves are likewise lacking a gold standard,
and with 71 kit recommendations across the United States, the myriad of choices is likely to
lead to inaction rather than active preparedness actions. Although water is the only item to
feature on all list identified, the sheer volume of water consumed by a household is more than
ten times that of the suggested volume in most kits. This might lead to interpretations that
preparedness actions are a waste of resources, space, and time, as storing such amounts of
water is challenging. Using kits as a measure of preparedness is problematic, as preparedness
is not a static activity but a dynamic one, resulting in varying preparedness levels throughout
the year. Furthermore, the view that preparedness is a conscious action is unprecise. Many of
our routinised day-to-day actions and activities are also preparedness actions in an informal
sense. It is time that researchers stop turning a blind eye to informal preparedness practices,
as these are both effortless and occur far more frequently. Still, there are multiple barriers
influencing preparedness, both within households and communities, and activities designed
to overcome these barriers need to rely on evidence-based strategies. The role of community
preparedness is connected to that of the household, thus prepared communities must start
with preparedness at home.
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3. Method
3.1 Background: Norway, Nesodden, and Askøy
Norway has over the years experienced several large-scale outbreaks in its water supply.
In 2004, Giardiasis, or Beaver Fever, infected 4000–6000 people in Bergen, causing long
term illness for multiple persons. In 2007, around 2000 people in Røros became infected with
Campylobacter, and in Oslo kokevarsel [boil-the-water warnings] were sent out to all
citizens, although it was later identified that the contamination was nothing more than natural
variations in the water (Almklov et al., 2008). Most recently, the outbreak of Campylobacter
in Askøy 2019, resulted in the minister for public health requiring all municipalities to report
on the current situation in the water and sanitation sector, including maintenance plans,
investment needs, and pipeline quality. Additionally, the Directorate for Public Health has
been instructed to create a risk and vulnerability report on the availability of emergency water
in the healthcare sector (Buggeland, 2019a). Current numbers from the Norwegian Institute
of Public Health have identified 78 outbreaks in the clean water supply since 1999, recording
17,000 infected people (Buggeland, 2019b). I chose Askøy and Nesodden as suitable
interview locations. The two municipalities have both experienced issues with the clean water
supply. They are both surrounded by water, and near the major cities Bergen and Oslo (see
Figure 4 & 5).

Figure 5. Nesodden, Akershus, Norway
(Google Maps, n.d.-b)

Figure 4. Askøy, Hordaland, Norway
(Google Maps, n.d.-a)
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3.1.1. Nesodden
Nesodden has around 20,000 inhabitants, and although they have been consistently
ranked top six, out of around 80 municipalities taking part in the ‘BedreVANN’
(BetterWATER) survey since 2012 (Norsk Vann, 2018), the public debate surrounding water
security has been noticeable. Inhabitants have for the last decade been subjected to water
rationing every summer. During the extreme drought in August 2018, multiple new measures
were put in place to ensure sufficient water supply to the peninsula’s inhabitants. First,
watering of outdoor areas was strictly forbidden, with the municipality issuing fines to
households who had not physically disconnected their garden hose. Second, the establishment
of six clean water points, where inhabitants who had no water in their pipeline could collect
water. Third, an emergency phone line for people who did not have the means to collect clean
water from the pick-up points themselves. The municipality also bought significant amounts
of clean water from Bærum municipality, on the other side of the Oslo fjord (Trømborg,
2018).
3.1.2. Askøy
Askøy, with its close to 29,000 inhabitants, was ranked 77 out of 83 participating
municipalities in the last edition of the BetterWATER survey, with 2017 being the first year
the municipality took part. The low ranking was due to the lack of an alternative water
source, yet they received the highest score for hygienically safe drinking water (Norsk Vann,
2018). However, on 9 May 2019, the municipality’s head of water and sanitation informed
the politicians responsible for water and sanitation, that Kleppe water facility required a
considerable upgrade (Lepperød & Lorvik, 2019). Soon after that, Askøy experienced an
outbreak of Campylobacter, which is known for causing diarrhoea and food poisoning, in one
of its high-altitude water reservoirs.
During the night of 6 June 2019, a higher than a reasonable amount of people visited the
local emergency with stomach symptoms. The following morning, some of the medical staff
realised that the people seeking assistance were coming from the same area, and thus they
sound the alarm to the water and sanitation administration at Askøy. Testing of the water
supply commences at 14:00, and at 18:00 the municipality issued a boil-the-water warning to
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households in the identified area, with a second warning issued at 19:45 to all households
connected to Kleppe water facility (Tidslinje ‘Første døgnet’, 2019). On 5 July, after adding
chlorine to the entire water supply to clear the pipelines for any lingering bacteria, the
pipelines were free from excessive chlorine and bacteria. The municipality tested the water
daily, and on 15 July the Norwegian Food Safety Authority took a final batch of tests. On 18
July the boil-the-water warning was lifted, and the water assessed as safe (‘Nå kan du drikke
vann fra springen igjen’, 2019). The tests came back, and the source of contamination
identified as animal excrement, which had most likely penetrated the high-altitude mountain
water reservoir through cracks in the mountain roof (Ramsvik, 2019). The municipality
estimate that more than 2,000 inhabitants became ill due to the outbreak in the clean water
supply, with sixty adults and 16 children admitted to Haukeland University Hospital
(Kingsrød, Holmes, & Haugsbø, 2019; ‘Haukeland universitetssjukehus om innleggingar frå
Askøy’, 2019).
Although Campylobacter infects around 3,000 on a national scale every year, the
infection clears typically in about a week. The national cause of death registry has recorded
three deaths directly attributed to the bacteria since 1998, with another four deaths designated
as contributing factors, bringing the total number to seven (Baisotti, Olsen, & Eskeland,
2019). A number that might see a further increase after the Askøy outbreak, as it remains
possible that the two registered deaths during the outbreak were a result of complications of
previously established medical conditions that made them extremely vulnerable to the
Campylobacter outbreak (Lepperød & Lorvik, 2019; Sfrintzeris & Lien, 2019).
3.2. Research Design
The choice to employ e-mail interviews as a method was not the primary preference of
the researcher. I would have preferred to visit the interviewees in their home, as to conduct
face-to-face interviews, clarify which items the household had gathered specifically for their
HPS. Enabling me to conduct walk-alongs to peer into the informal side of household
preparedness neglected in household preparedness research (Heidenstrøm & Kvarnlöf, 2017).
However, with the resources available, the use of e-mail interviews was the best option
available, as the main advantage of employing e-mail interviews as the research method, in
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this case, was the combination of no costs to the researcher, and the ability to target people on
each side of Norway. The use of e-mail interviews, containing open-ended questions, enabled
the investigation of all research objectives.
E-mail interviews also allow for the interviewee to respond when it suits them, as well as
leaving the length of the answers to their discretion. As we supplied an anonymous way of
initial contact and response possibility, it also allowed for absolute anonymity, although none
of the respondents chose this form of contact. Perhaps an essential advantage is that all
respondents answer the same questions without any influence of researcher behaviour, as this
increases the validity of the answers (Dalland, 2017). However, as there is no conversation
between the researcher and the participant, the room for clarification of respondents’
interpretations of the questions (and answers) usually available in face-to-face or telephone
interviews, and there is also the possibility that the person who responds might not be the
person targeted. Other issues with the e-mail interview are that the response rate is usually
low, and as such, the researcher might have to ‘chase down’ those who signalled interest in
taking part yet do not respond (Dalland, 2017).
3.3. Participants
A total of 36 people responded to the adverts put out on the two Facebook groups, out of
which nineteen were from Askøy and seventeen were from Nesodden. However, out of these,
only five chose to complete the home preparedness questionnaire (Appendix B). Out of these
five, three responses were from Askøy and two from Nesodden. The targeted selection of
participants was necessary as the aim of the research was to identify individuals who had
followed the advice of DSB and gathered at least parts of the items on the household
preparedness storage list.
3.4. Procedure
I sourced participants from two different regional areas, Askøy and Nesodden, through
the use of social media. Specifically, I posted requests in two Facebook groups:
‘Folkeaksjonen for stabil drikkevannsforsyning på søndre Askøy’ and ‘Nesodden
debattforum’ [‘People’s initiative for stable clean-water supply in southern Askøy’ and
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‘Nesodden debate forum’]. The former group had around 3,600 members, Askøy itself being
the home of just above 29,000 people, and the latter group had around 1,300 members,
Nesodden itself having around 19,500 inhabitants. The request for participants included
information around the purpose of the research, specifically highlighting the themes of
individual emergency preparedness with a focus on water security, DSB’s Sikker Hverdag
[Everyday Secure] campaign, as well as a notification regarding the research being a
mandatory part of my master’s programme at The University of Manchester. Interested
candidates were offered four ways to register their interest in taking part: Via the researcher’s
university-provided e-mail address, via Facebook’s internal private messaging system,
through the secure messaging service Signal, or by replying to the thread itself. Those who
got in touch were asked for an e-mail address as further communication would happen via email, due to Facebook’s lacking record of dealing with users’ privacy (Federal Trade
Commission, 2019).
All who had responded to the Facebook request for interview candidates were contacted
via e-mail and provided an information sheet (see appendix A) containing information about
the project, information about potential risks and benefits to the participants, contact
information for the researcher, supervisor and the independent Research Governance and
Integrity Officer, as well as detailed information on data protection and confidentiality as per
the requirements of the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Informed consent was assured by informing the interview candidates that their response to
the questions provided in the original e-mail was voluntary, and I assured potential
participants that they were free to abstain from replying to said questions if they no longer
wished to take part in the research. Since Norwegians are fluent English speakers, and most
of this document contained mandatory and standardised text provided by the university, I
provided this document in English.
The questions themselves were included in the same email in the form of a word
document (see appendix B), enabling participants to record their answers directly into said
document beneath each question. The questions were provided in Norwegian, as all the
respondents were native speakers. Participants were encouraged to answer as best as they
could, and include any details they thought might be relevant, answering in-depth if possible.
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As most participants who received the original e-mail did not respond, a polite e-mail
reminder was sent out ten days after the initial contact e-mail. Since participants were
informed that their consent to participate hinged upon their own choice to respond to the
original e-mail, they were simultaneously informed that they would not get any further
reminders and that I would assume that they had opted out of participation if no reply was
received within a week’s time, thanking them for their initial interest.
3.5. Study Limitations
As only a limited number of those who initially agreed to take part in the e-mail
interviews responded, limitations in that the data itself makes drawing reliable conclusions
impossible. However, the responses indicated that there were a few themes that seemed to be
familiar to all respondents. As such proceeding with analysis and exploration of these themes
cleared a way forward. Although it became possible to extract these themes, the limited
amount of responses remains as an explicit limitation for the study. The population samples
are also coloured by the fact that those who chose to reply, might have had a vested interest in
being heard, as they all live in municipalities where the discussion about water security is
present in the everyday conversation. As such, cautioning against taking these themes as a
pulse of the population in the two areas is warranted. As previously mentioned, the researcher
is also currently a resident in one of the municipalities (Nesodden), and actively engaged in
local politics.
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Introduction
I analysed the qualitative data gained from the semi-structured interviews through a
thematic analysis. The data from both Askøy and Nesodden were combined, while keeping
the quotes identifiable by assigning these either A (Askøy) or N (Nesodden) together with a
participant number (e.g. A1, N2). All translations in the results section are my own. For a
selection with the most relevant subthemes and quotes, see Table 4. For the full table of all
themes, subthemes, and Norwegian original quotes consult Appendix C. Through the
thematic analysis, four main themes were identified, as well as multiple subthemes for each
central theme. As the interviewees’ responses surrounding the themes of household
preparedness storage and motivations for increased preparedness were closely linked, and I
have chosen to combine those for clarity. This result in three themes for further analysis:
• (Mis)trust in the government’s ability to handle a crisis
• Household preparedness storage & motivations for increased preparedness
• Cooperation and community preparedness
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Table 4. Themes, subthemes, and translated quotes from the interviews
Themes Subthemes

(Mis)trust in the government’s ability to handle a crisis.

Prior handling of a crisis by the
municipality connected to people’s trust
in the government’s ability to handle a
crisis.

Quotes (reference)
‘The municipality has response plans. E.g. they set up
water supply points in 2018, and even transported water
directly to those who had empty wells’ (N1)

Expectations to official information flow, ‘We are definitely scared about the poor emergency
and questions concerning motivations
planning in the municipality. The showed us that with
behind the DSB leaflet.
their handling of the water crisis. So, should a disaster or
another crisis (war etc.) happen, one must trust in
oneself, and not the municipality’ (A3)
‘We have no faith in the government’s ability to handle
a large-scale emergency or crisis’ (A1).
‘It has been great to see how much support we got from
our neighbouring municipalities during this water crisis.
(…) e.g. the fire service supplying ‘Isbjørn’ [a company
that makes ice cream] so they can keep their production
at speed’ (A3)
’(…) we were simply not prepared for that event at all’
(A3).
‘Clear and obvious guidelines, without hesitation’(A2)
‘why DSB issued this leaflet now?’(A2)

Household preparedness storage

‘fear-inducing propaganda (…)’ (A3)

Much of the supplies are available in a
typical household

‘We don’t have separate sleeping bags or warm clothes
in our emergency storage, but we do have camping and
hiking equipment that is more than usable in an eventual
crisis’(N2)

Why bother?

‘everybody will die, ergo no need for an emergency
storage’(A3)

The issue of storage space

’the challenge is to find room to store the amount of
water required’(A3)

Relying on supermarket when the crisis
is already present

‘nearly no water was to find in the supermarkets (...) a
wake-up call, making them realise how much water is
actually required to cook, for hygienical purposes etc.’
(A3)
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Changes in preparedness levels

The situation is under control, normalcy
will be quickly re-established by the
authorities

‘I reckon that the lack of access to water would be
temporary, and one can always just buy water in the
store’ (N1)

‘(Doomsday) preppers’ Ridiculed by
society.

‘to endure friendly banter’ (A1)

Everyday life is void of crises, thus
thoughts of what may happen does not
surface

‘when things just work, one simply does not think of
possible challenges [that might arise in a crisis]’ (N1)

Direct actions due to experienced crisis

‘the Askøy event, combined with other incidents and in
light of the municipal water situation’ (N2)

Toddlers as a challenge

‘having a toddler in our household, we have realised that
we must have nan-bread and water available”

Shared experiences

‘although exercises have played a part, it’s the
conversations [on experiences] with peers before,
during, and after that have made a lasting
impression’(A1)

Self-sufficiency

‘we have aimed at being self-sufficient’(N2)

Cooperation and community

Cooperation as a result of pre-established ‘they had a good relationship with their neighbours and
relationships
that they trusted each other’(A3).
Established knowledge regarding the
importance of community cooperation

‘the first thing we should do is to knock on our
neighbours’ doors. The worst thing we could do is to be
confined to our own home (…) as neighbours can be a
priceless resource in a crisis event’(A1).

Knowledge of own resources
‘although we could provide a heated space, first aid, and
some food and care if needed’(N2)
Egocentrism, panic, or loss of rationality
in the face of danger?

‘It is only natural to want to make sure one’s closest
family and loved ones are safe. I think most people
become egocentric in that respect’(A3).
‘the chances for panic in the event of a crisis are severe’
(A2)
‘everybody is not rational and constructive during a
crisis’ (N1)
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4.2. (Mis)trust in The Local Government’s Ability to Handle a Crisis.
The first theme identified, was (mis)trust in the local government’s ability to handle a
crisis. The main subtheme identified was that prior handling of a crisis by the municipality
influences people’s trust in the government’s ability to handle a crisis. Judging from the
responses from Askøy, it becomes clear that they believe the municipality handled the recent
water crisis poorly, and as a consequence, they now doubt their municipality’s ability to
handle future crises. One interviewee wrote that ‘We are definitely scared about the poor
emergency planning in the municipality. They showed us that with their handling of the water
crisis. So, should a disaster or another crisis (war etc.) happen, one must trust in oneself, and
not the municipality’ (A3). Another interviewee responded similarly ‘We have no faith in the
government’s ability to handle a large-scale emergency or crisis’ (A1). The interviewees from
Nesodden, who experienced drought during the summer of 2018, indicated that they trusted
their municipality to deal with this issue in the future. One response indicated that ‘the
municipality has response plans. E.g. they set up water supply points in 2018 and even
transported water directly to those who had empty wells ‘(N1). However, the responses from
Askøy also indicated that they appreciated neighbouring municipalities coming to their aid.
One interviewee wrote that ‘It has been great to see how much support we got from our
neighbouring municipalities during this water crisis. (…) e.g. the fire service supplying
‘Isbjørn’ [a company that makes ice cream] so they can keep their production at speed’ (A3).
Another subtheme identified in the analysis was that of expectations to official
information flow, and questions concerning motivations behind the DSB leaflet. More
specifically, the expectation that the government would issue accurate and up-to-date
information in the event of a crisis, one response highlighting the need for this information to
contain ‘Clear and obvious guidelines, without hesitation’ (A2). Another respondent
identified a link to the DSB-issued guidelines on household emergency storage, indicating
that they had perceived it as ‘fear-inducing propaganda’ (A3) another one following on with
questioning ‘why DSB issued this leaflet now?’ and claimed it hit a nerve (A2). Although the
inhabitants of Askøy have been receiving boil-the-water warnings multiple times during the
last years, many were unprepared for the recent water crisis. One response stated that ‘(…)
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we were simply not prepared for that event at all’ (A3). This subtheme will also be touched
upon as it relates to communication and prepared communities.
4.3. Household Preparedness Storage and Motivations for Increased Preparedness
The second theme identified surrounded itself directly with household preparedness
storage, and possible motivations leading to change in household preparedness. As for
subthemes, the most prominent one turned out to be that there seems to be no pressing reason
to prepare. As indicated above, one respondent believed that the crisis they were prepping for
was war and stated that ‘everybody will die [due to the belief that the next war would go
nuclear], ergo no need for an emergency storage’ (A3). In relation to a possible clean water
crisis, one individual mentioned that they assumed that the government would turn
everything back to normal: ‘I reckon that the lack of access to water would be temporary, and
one can always just buy water in the store’ (N1). However, another respondent indicated that
for the recent water crisis in Askøy, they had tried to source water in the supermarket less
than two hours after the first boil-the-water warning was issued, and that ‘nearly no water
was to find in the supermarkets’ (A3).
Another subtheme was that although people might not see the reason to acquire an HPS,
they still have many of the items that would naturally go in such a storage in their household.
One respondent claimed that ‘We don’t have separate sleeping bags or warm clothes in our
emergency storage, but we do have camping and hiking equipment that is more than usable in
an eventual crisis’(N2). Another respondent pointed out that although they might indeed be
favourable towards establishing an HPS, ‘the challenge is to find room to store the amount of
water required’ (A3). At the same time, they indicated that the recent crisis had been ‘a wakeup call, making them realise how much water is actually required to cook, for hygienical
purposes etc.’ (A3)
When it comes to changes in household preparedness levels, one of the respondents
indicated that ‘when things just work, one simply does not think of possible challenges [that
might arise in a crisis]’ (N1). Another respondent had found conversations surrounding the
topic of readiness to help push preparedness up a notch, stating that ‘although exercises have
played a part, it’s the conversations with peers before, during, and after that have made a
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lasting impression’ (A1). Caring for vulnerable people was also identified as an experience
that could have severe consequences for post-crisis preparedness. One interviewee simply
stated that ‘having a toddler in our household, we have realised that we must have nan-bread
and water available’ (A3). One respondent pointed out that their decision of installing a water
filtration system in their household was due to ‘the Askøy event, combined with other
incidents and in light of the municipal water situation’ (N2). They further stressed that
preparedness initiatives could likewise result from a combination of different threats and
experiences.
The last subtheme identified is connected explicitly to ‘prepping’, that is activities aimed
at being better prepared for a future crisis, that perhaps go a step or three further than most
people. One response indicated that their household was well known among their friends to
take preparedness seriously, commenting that they had ‘to endure friendly banter’ (A1) for
being preppers.
4.4. Cooperation and Community Preparedness
The third theme identified in the thematic analysis was that of cooperation and
community. Underlying themes include a concern as to whether people can be trusted to
behave rationally and or whether people become egocentric when faced with disaster. One
interviewee said that although cooperation is important, ‘the chances for panic in the event of
a crisis are severe’ (A2), echoed by another interviewee’s claim ‘everybody is not rational
and constructive during a crisis’ (N1). Egocentrism was highlighted by one respondent,
writing that ‘It is only natural to want to make sure one’s closest family and loved ones are
safe. I think most people become egocentric in that respect’ (A3). Following this line, one
participant stated that ‘we have aimed at being self-sufficient (…) although we could provide
a heated space, first aid, and some food and care if needed’ (N2). The above connects neatly
to the topic of cooperation. One respondent stated that ‘the first thing we should do is to
knock on our neighbours’ doors. The worst thing we could do is to be confined to our own
home (…) as neighbours can be a priceless resource in a crisis event’ (A1). Another
respondent pointed to the importance of actually knowing your neighbours, indicating that
‘they had a good relationship with their neighbours and that they trusted each other’ (A3).
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5. Discussion
5.1. Norway’s organisation of efforts related to crisis situations
In Norway, the primary responsibility for managing and coordinating efforts related to
crises lies with the Justis og beredskapsdepartementet [Ministry of Justice and Public
Security]. They are the lead ministry for all civilian national crises, and it is their
responsibility to ensure that all other ministries and governmental institutions comply with
their own preparedness and civil protection responsibilities (Meldinger til Stortinget, 29,
2011–2012; see Throne-Holst, Slettemeås, Kvarnlöf, & Tómmason, 2015, for an overview of
the development of responsibilities since 2001). However, as most crises in Norway to date
are locally situated, the municipalities have a central role in preparedness and civil protection,
and thus remain responsible for their inhabitants’ safety and security (DSB, 2018a, p. 18).
The municipalities are thus on the forefront of the battlefield of societal preparedness and
public security and are responsible for having a ‘stern overview on local risks and
vulnerabilities, focus on preparedness initiatives, as well as readiness needs and management
capability. The municipality must act in the interest of the people’s protection and keep vital
societal functions up and running during crises and disasters. A sturdy municipal readiness is
a primary prerequisite for the national preparedness effort’ (Meldinger til Stortinget, 29,
2011–2012, p. 55).
5.2. (Mis)trust in The Local Government’s Ability to Handle a Crisis.
After a crisis event such as the one in Askøy, questions often arise as to whether the local
authorities were, and is, well enough prepared, or not (Fimreite et al., 2014). In the event of a
crisis in the water supply, it is the municipality who own and manage the water distribution
facility who is responsible for handling the crisis (Hillestad, 2016). The municipality is thus
required to have evaluated the risks, and have contingencies in place, as well as a plan for
action in case of disruption in the service. (Sivilbeskyttelsesloven [Civil Protection Act],
2010, § 15). However, it is vital to question whether the political assumption behind the
division of responsibility holds in reality.
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Interestingly, in 2015, DSB assessed that half of Norway’s municipalities failed to
achieve satisfactory preparedness levels. Then director Jon Lea explained in an interview to
the newspaper Verdens Gang that
‘‘when the big crises happen, it is paramount that the municipalities have completed
sturdy risk and vulnerability analyses, and that they know their preparedness plans to the
letter, and have arranged exercises to that effect. The law demands this, unfortunately, we
still see that many municipalities do not take this issue seriously’ (Helsingeng, 2015).
The above issue highlights the fact that political assumptions of who is responsible might not
be as relevant as to whether those who are assigned responsibility are ready, equipped, and
able to do what is expected of them. As it pertains to water specifically, DSB highlighted one
in four (24 %) municipalities either do not have an established link between their overarching
response plan and a plan for secure water delivery systems, or that they are unsure if they do.
The numbers for 2018 are somewhat better, yet only 58 % of municipalities fulfilling the
minimum requirements for the overall risk and vulnerability planning (DSB, 2018a). As a
direct result of the Askøy incident, the government have requested a national report on the
status of water security and emergency alternatives (nødvann), which is expected to be ready
in 2020 (Prestegård, 2019).
Having established the role of the municipality in crises, understanding how the people
perceive the situation of governance in a crisis becomes of importance. It is not uncommon
that a policy field (e.g. water) management, has been on the political agenda, as well as in the
media, for years without it resulting in a change of policy. Dalheim (2014) observed similar
patterns in Bergen before the Giardiasis outbreak of 2004, where water management only
became a highly prioritised hot case after the outbreak in the water supply. Similarly, after
last year’s drought at Nesodden, the worst in seventy years, water issues have suddenly
become a hot potato in this year’s local election campaign (Behrens & Wennersgaard, 2019;
e.g. Slaatsveen, 2019; Solum, 2019), illustrated through the response from one Askøy-based
interviewee who simply stated that ‘we are definitely scared about the poor emergency
planning in the municipality. They showed us that with their handling of the water crisis’
(A3). The responses gathered from our interviewees, highlighted that experiences with crises
and impressions of authorities’ handling of these events do play a part in whether or not we
trust in the same authorities to come to our rescue in the future. It also seems to play a part in
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whether we might have to rely on being self-sufficient in future crises. Citizens may be ready
to accept that a crisis might arise, but what they are not ready to accept is terrible
management of that crisis. Bad management diminishes the reputation of the authorities and
thus reduces citizens’ confidence in the authority’s ability to handle future crises (Hillestad,
2016). The Askøy case, as well as the other cited cases, indicate that the trust Norwegians
have traditionally held towards their water supply is secure and of high quality, is highly
overrated. Just as the Giardiasis case in Bergen expedited upgrades many places in Norway,
the Askøy crisis resulted in governmental requests for status reports from all municipalities
(Prestegård, 2019). These findings align well with the political reality wherein funding to
handle an ongoing crisis might be near unlimited, while securing funding to avert it in the
first place is not regarded as a sound investment. Norwegians’ answers on what they thought
of the government’s ability to prevent and or handle a crisis similarly align. Most people
believed in the government’s ability to handle a crisis when it happened, yet less so in the
government’s prevention efforts (2006 questionnaire [N = 1332], Christensen, Fimreite, &
Lægreid, 2014).
As seen in the Askøy scenario, even though the deputy mayor of Askøy claimed that it
was not possible to have foreseen the 2019 crisis, their constituents are calling the
municipality out for being incompetent (Kristiansen, 2019). Hillestad’s research on how
leaders communicate in crisis events suggests an efficient way to increase the public’s trust.
They consider a swift and heartfelt apology, wherein one takes full responsibility and
promises to do better in the future, as a more successful way forward in a Norwegian cultural
setting. Self-blame instead of blaming the system thus leads to a situation wherein the people
get confirmation that they are just as good as the leading authority, which sits well with
Norwegians, who generally feel that their society is egalitarian (Hillestad, 2016). Citizens
expect the water quality to be high, and by choosing a defensive communication strategy, the
deputy mayor’s statement might, in this case, have resulted in the citizens’ judging the
municipality authorities even more incompetent. Furthermore, the municipality’s view of
their handling must not sway too far away from that of the peoples, as if the gap is too wide
between the two assumptions, issues around the municipality’s legitimacy may arise
(Christensen et al., 2014). Yet, the interviewees from Askøy were clearly of the opinion that
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the municipality had not done enough to avert the crisis. Comparing the results from the 2006
survey mentioned in the paragraph above, with another 2006 survey wherein state employees
were asked similar questions (N = 3363), the gap was considered insignificant with a strong
correlation between the answers from laypeople and governmental employees (Pearson’s R =
0,54**) (Christensen et al., 2014). The available data that the trust in the government’s ability
to handle a crisis remains high stems from Storm-Mathisen and Lavik (2016). They found
that 58 % (high & very high expectancy) of their Norwegian respondents expected to get
assistance from rescue services in the event of a significant crisis (N = 1014). As such, it
might be that the confidence is still high, although the aftermath of the 22.7. 2011 Utøya
terror resulted in a report sharply criticising both the handling of the event, as well as the lack
of preparedness measures (‘NOU 2012: 14’, 2012).
David Easton’s classical work, A Framework for Political Analysis (1965) might shed
light on the discrepancy between confidence and non-confidence. Easton outlines two forms
of trust: Trust in authorities (i.e. elected officials), or what they labelled as specific support,
and trust in the regime (i.e. form and structure of the government), which was labelled diffuse
support. This separation entails that people can have high diffuse trust in the system while
still have different levels of specific trust in different institutions or officials. Norwegians
have traditionally held their police force in high regard (specific support). However, it might
be reasonable to think that after the Utøya terror (22.07.2011) and the Gjørv-commission’s
aftermath report, their public trust took a steep dive, whereas the health institutions increased
their trust (‘NOU 2012: 14’, 2012). Drawing from this, one might say that although the
diffuse trust indicated in the surveys from 2006, was and probably is high, the specific trust is
somewhat more changing to the lived experiences of the people’s experiences of institutions’
and authorities’ handling of specific crisis events. Fimreite and colleagues (2014) builds upon
previous work on confidence (e.g. Rothstein, 1998), and discusses the concept of social
confidence. They argue that if the confidence in the political and institutional system is high,
and a person has confidence in their social connectedness within the society (e.g. wellintegrated, sense-of-belonging, high social capital), their confidence in the government’s
ability to handle a crisis is significantly higher than if the opposite was true. Furthermore, it
seems like these social confidences are more critical within the interpretation of the public
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security sector, than is the case in other sectors. Thus, with the diffuse confidence being high,
it seems plausible that authorities may be more able to handle more significant crisis events
precisely due to the existent levels of confidence in the system, thus making communication
that increases both kinds of trust even more important in successful crisis management
(Christensen et al., 2014).
As discussed above as well as indicated in the results section, individual experiences of
authorities’ ability to handle a crisis might influence action or inaction with regards to
household emergencies. Kano and colleagues (2011) investigated the American population’s
preparedness changes after the World Trade Center Attacks (9/11/2001). Even though they
found that vigilance and knowledge about terrorism increased by 80 and 60 %, the attacks
themselves did not motivate people to prepare their households. 34 % of respondents
stockpiled supplies, 29.5 % developed emergency plans, and 22 % invested in items
supposed to make them safer, yet these actions were not taken due to the terror of 9/11 (N =
3300). However, terror did result in around 20 % taking exposure-reducing actions such as
avoiding certain cities or reducing travel plans.
In summary, there is no direct link found in Kano and colleagues’ (2011) study that
indicates that a specific event leads to an increase in household preparedness activity.
Although as small side-track in the household preparedness debate, the fact that the increase
in vigilance is not discussed deeply in Kano’s work is troublesome. Given that the increase in
vigilance was the most common action taken, and justified by both terrorism and any reason,
what does this vigilance action mean? Is it an increased fear of people with Arabic features,
of people who believe in Islam? Does increased vigilance mean increased fear of Arabs,
increased racism? Although Kano and colleagues (2011), question the term vigilance, they do
not raise these concerns. As seen in Norway in the immediate timespan after the terror
attacks, reports of hate crimes directed against Muslims were visible in the media, that is until
they identified the terrorist as a white man of Norwegian descent (Murtnes, 2011). The
finding that high salience does not equal high preparedness is critical, as it perhaps indicates
a non-common-sensical fact. When people who experience crisis fail to take steps to prepare
themselves for the future, not only does it make sense to investigate what their increased
vigilance entails, it becomes even more critical to identify what makes people prepared.
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According to the Nexus project (Albrechtsen et al., 2017), Norwegians have become
more concerned with risks connected to crisis events after the 22 July terror. The findings
indicate that this holds among people who work with public security and preparedness in the
government. However, the Nexus project also found that most of the new money allocated to
the sector went to the central/state level, which translates into the fact that municipalities
have not been significantly strengthened economically to deal with a future crisis. The
allocation is problematic, as we know that due to climate change, many of the anticipated
crisis events (especially natural ones) will occur more often. Add the fact that the local level
authorities are assigned further responsibilities unaccompanied by the resources to handle
them, and you have a vulnerability. However, even though the municipalities might not be
resourceful enough to handle major events, most Norwegians (92 %, N = 1005) accept that
they have a responsibility to help if a crisis were to occur (Storm-Mathisen & Lavik, 2016).
The question thus becomes whether municipalities are equipped to offer assistance, or indeed
to take care of themselves and their household — questions which bring us neatly on to the
second theme identified in our analysis.
5.3. Household Preparedness Storage and Motivations for Increased Preparedness
Investigating the formal preparedness of Norwegian households, Heidenstrøm (2019)
found that although people in rural locations were better prepared than their city-living
counterpart, on average about 30% knew where to access governmental emergency
information, less than 20 % had a family emergency plan or established a place to meet in
case of an emergency, and less than 10 % had knowledge of local preparedness plans or
governmental preparedness information (N = 1007). It is highly likely that these rather poor
results might be related to the imaginaries of threats that most Norwegians live with, or rather
without. Most Norwegians do not believe that it is likely that a severe crisis event will
happen, with only 14 % reporting that they have ever experienced one (N = 1005) (StormMathisen & Lavik, 2016). They might be so used to a fully functioning society that the
thought of its disruption is a hard one. One respondent underlined this in their response,
indicating that ‘when things just work, one simply does not think of possible challenges [that
might arise in a crisis]’ (N1). Our interviewees further believed that if any crisis were to
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happen, it would soon be restored (e.g. ‘I reckon that the lack of access to water would be
temporary, and one can always just buy water in the store’ (N1)), and if a major crisis would
indeed happen, it would be nuclear war, meaning the end of us all (e.g. ‘everybody will die,
ergo no need for an emergency storage’ (A3)).
Although the belief in assistance from the authorities is firm, the government’s position
on household and individual preparedness is rather sketchy at best. The DSB campaign
clearly states that ‘you are a part of Norway’s emergency preparedness’ (DSB, 2018b), yet in
a thorough review of a plethora of official/governmental documents and websites ThroneHolst and colleagues (2015) found that they rarely address households (or individuals).
Specifically, they discovered that the word ‘household’ was not to be found at all, even
though the concept is implied. Individuals were mostly referred to as ‘citizens’ or ‘the
population’. Throne-Holst and colleagues further identified that individuals (again, mostly
the population) were assigned different roles depending upon whether documents referred to
their role in a crisis or preparedness efforts. In a crisis, the population play the role of victims
in need of protection. However, during the preparedness stage, people were seen as
knowledge-seeking, responsible citizens, that should be educated to fend for themselves and
their loved ones. Throne-Holst and colleagues (2015) concluded that in civil protection laws,
the people are both seen as subjects in need of protection, while at the same time having the
potential to be a resource (e.g. aiding in evacuations, providing shelter), and expected to be
able to take care of themselves. So, households are supposed to fend for themselves in the
short-term, yet they are not thought to be a resource to be relied upon. How then, does the
average Norwegian household measure up?
If formal preparedness measures are all there is, then Norwegians are in a state of
preparedness denial. However, one of the interviewees touched briefly upon something
different. They said that ‘We don’t have separate sleeping bags or warm clothes in our
emergency storage, but we do have camping and hiking equipment that is more than usable in
an eventual crisis’(N2). They are claiming that although we have not prepared for crises
formally, we have things/skills/resources, that can be of use in one. This type of preparedness
is what Heidenstrøm (2019) calls informal household preparedness. Most of the households’
day-to-day activities happen without much reflexivity on how or why. Interviewing a
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Norwegian couple in their early thirties, Heidenstrøm identified that while they did not store
candles specifically as a part of an emergency preparedness kit, they always had candles in
the house. Further inquiries led to the conclusion that it was the female who ‘was responsible
for’ restocking candles, although no such decision had previously been made. Likewise, the
male was implicitly responsible for their flashlight, and it turned out that none of the two was
exactly sure about where they had currently stored the flashlight in question. Heidenstrøm
(Heidenstrøm, 2019, p. 3) argues that ‘lay knowledge, life experiences and the embodied
habits of everyday life also contribute to shaping household preparedness’. Based upon
practice theory preparedness equals routine everyday actions, which are socially and
culturally shared. Many Norwegians are used to spending holidays at the family cabin, often
without electricity and tap water. Thus, informally they might well aware of how to live
without it. Likewise, many Norwegians enjoy hiking in the summer and skiing in the winter,
with the result that many families have backpacks, tents, sleeping bags, and gas-heated
cooking devices. According to Shove and colleagues (2012), an established practice is the
combination of the elements that might form it: materials, competencies, and meanings.
‘Informal preparedness is not a practice in and of itself but rather is interwoven in a
number of household practices (…) and by looking at how these practices are performed
by practitioners, we can uncover in-depth knowledge on the actual material, social and
human resources and barriers that form household preparedness’ Heidenstrøm (2019, p.
4).
As such, knowing how to stay warm if the electricity suddenly disappears can become
vital in case of a crisis, yet not be regarded as being prepared formally. Thus, by measuring
formal preparedness, a wealth of preparedness resources might not be accounted for.
During the HomeRisk project, Storm-Mathisen and Lavik (2016) collected information
on items Norwegians, Swedes, and Icelandic people had in their home. For an adapted table
of the Norwegian results, see Table 5. Note that as the original questionnaire used included
items from the three countries’ emergency preparedness lists, and only those items which can
be identified in the list issued by DSB are presented in the table. Two results pop out in
negative terms. First, only two out of ten households have some form of stored water, and
second, only four out of a hundred households have a spare power bank.
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Table 5. Kit contents in Norwegian Households (Adapted from Storm-Mathisen & Lavik,
2016, p. 135)
Warm clothes
Candles
Flashlight
Matches
Spare batteries
First aid kit
Non-electrical cooking appliances
Radio
Cash
Dried- and canned food
Extra fuel for heating source
Non-electric heat source
Water in containers
Power bank
N

99 %
98 %
97 %
85 %
89 %
78 %
73 %
72 %
57 %
70 %
63 %
68 %
23 %
4%
1005

Our respondents indicated that ‘the challenge is to find room to store the amount of water
required’ (A3). Storage space has repeatedly been indicated as a barrier to acquiring an
HPS/PEK (Eisenman, Glik, Maranon, Gonzales, & Asch, 2009; e.g. Perman et al., 2011).
A3’s comment aligns with the belief that Norwegians feel that they have a lot of water,
readily available in the tap, and storage of such water is merely a hassle they rather not worry
about (Hallvard, n.d.). Moreover, although none of our respondents specifically mentioned a
power bank, or were asked about it, it is worrisome that alternatives to charging the
smartphone are not present in most homes. After all, most information we might require in
the event of a crisis is available online. When it comes to the ability to provide shelter, which,
as stated above, is a governmental expectation, the responses gathered by Storm-Mathisen
and Lavik (2016) are positive overall. Most can provide warm clothes, some form of light, as
well as basic first aid, food, and non-electrical heating. Although the authors highlight that
due to phrasing of the question, the responses might have been skewed, it is still of value to
point out that only three out of ten knew where they had stored their flashlight, as in an
emergency it does one little good to have the equipment that might help you survive if you
cannot locate it (Storm-Mathisen & Lavik, 2016). However, it is reasonable to conclude that
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as long as one is staying put, or possibly sheltering a neighbour, one might locate most things
with time. In an evacuation scenario, however, not knowing where the radio or flashlight is
might be more of an issue.
Another question worth asking is whether the effort of DSB and the leaflet designed to
increase household preparedness have had any effect at all. Although the campaign has yet to
be reviewed in-depth, there are similar campaigns which might shed light upon the likelihood
of success. Page and colleagues (2008) investigated possible increases in preparedness after
the London bombings. They found that, while the event itself had increased citizens’
vigilance similar to that of the effects of 9/11 commented above (Kano et al., 2011), the
leaflet itself had no significant effect on Londoners’ gathering of emergency supplies.
Thomas and colleagues highlighted that one solution to increase awareness and preparedness
might be to ‘develop targeted interventions, based on an individual’s stage of change, that
optimize the potential for individuals to adopt desired behaviors’ (2018, p. e24). They used a
variation of the Transtheoretical model to create the ‘Ready CDC’ campaign. The model is
five-staged from pre-contemplation (e.g. lack of awareness or need to have a kit or
emergency plan) through contemplation (awareness without intent to change), preparation
(awareness with intent to change), action (procuring a kit or plan), and maintenance (upkeep
of kit/plan). When they excluded those, who were already in the maintenance stage at
baseline, they found that 44 % progressed at least one stage in the model, and 25% (precontemplation), 27% (contemplation), and 43% (preparation) moved beyond the preparation
stage and procured a kit/plan. Although the study was small with the possibility for both
desirability bias, and issues of ecological validity as the participants were educated health
workers, it is nevertheless essential to highlight the need for evidence-based methods as a
tool for increased preparedness.
Unfortunately, it is hard to conclude on whether individuals who have followed DSB
guidelines (i.e. having established a household preparedness storage) have had good use of
the contents 4.

4
One interviewee stated that they had stored water (N2) but gave no indication of whether they had used it
in a crisis. Another interviewee (A1) indicated that during the Askøy crisis they were surprised that though their
friends knew they had clean water available, no-one came asking for it. However, as it was unclear whether
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In the event of pollution of the water supply, it seems that due to the time it takes to clean
the system thoroughly, a UV-water filtration system on the household’s water intake might
be worthwhile in places where boil-the-water warnings are frequent. However, such a system
has considerable investment costs and does nothing to guard against situations where the
water supply might be absent (e.g. in the case of electrical failures), and as indicated above,
storage space will be a real issue in small apartments. It does not help that the few people
who do decide to prep according to the DSB guidelines might be subject to be ridiculed as
‘doomsday preppers’ (e.g. ‘to endure friendly banter’– A1). However, the main issue seems
to be as indicated by several recent academic papers (e.g. Heidenstrøm, 2019; StormMathisen, & Lavik, 2016; Throne-Holst et al., 2015), that Norwegians simply do not worry
about crises ever becoming a reality. It might thus be necessary to proceed with more
targeted methods than that of the DSB campaign.
5.4. Cooperation and Community Preparedness
Following the discussion above, it becomes clear that DSB has attempted to persuade
Norwegians to prepare for emergencies by storing food and water etc. However, while these
materialistic actions might end up saving lives, another preparation activity must be
advocated and facilitated by the government. Aldrich and Meyer (2015, p. 10) points out that
‘creating strong ties with neighbours, knowing the name of the block captain or local fire
chief, and having experience working together with local NGOs could prove equally – if not
more – important in crisis, and with rising economic inequality are vital to supporting
vulnerable populations in disaster’. The above brings us to the last topic identified in our
analysis, that of cooperation and community preparedness.
Several of the interviewees (A2, A3, N1, N2) indicated that they believed that people in
their community might not be as helpful if a crisis were to occur, describing that people
might act irrational and egocentric, thus indicating a lack of confidence in others. This
perception is not uncommon, and Hollywood moviemakers have indeed strengthened this
belief (Lange, 2010). Savage (2018) points out that the ‘panic myth’ is simply not factual as

their access to clean water was due to storage or a filtration system, this information was not included in the
analysis.
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this kind of reaction is highly limited, and that fuelling the myth has resulted in its salience as
well as the myth becoming the basis of much modern disaster policy. Research by Frey and
colleagues (2010) on the two maritime disasters of RMS Titanic and RMS Lusitania indicate
that if time allows, social norms and prosocial behaviour will take precedence over the
adrenaline induced fight or flight reaction when time is of the essence. They comment that in
the case of Lusitania, which sank in seventeen minutes, there was no time to follow
evacuation procedures properly. The Titanic’s two-hour-long timespan, however, allowed
‘women-and-children-first’ as well as facilitating the evacuation of the rich and powerful
first-class passengers, at the expense of third-class ones. Frey and colleagues (2010) saw this
as natural, as people were displaying prosocial behaviour and complying with societal norms
at the time. The myth of mass panic is further dissected by Almeida and Schreeb (2019), who
points to the fact that systemic failures are usually the underlying factor when large crowds
get out of control.
Lange’s (2010) research on the Duisburg Love Parade in Germany, where more than
twenty people died in what the media called a stampede is a good example. However, recent
research points to the fact that the media’s portrayal of such events fails to take into account
what enables the emergency in the first place, namely a failure of planning and crowd control
measures (Pretorius, Gwynne, & Galea, 2015). Savage (2018) exemplifies this by the typical
design of emergency staircases. They are usually the same with from top to bottom, even
though as evacuees from the top floors progress downwards, they are joined by people from
the floors below, leading to space quickly filling up and possibly enabling panic or trampling
of the slower people upfront. Additionally, they are often met by firefighters who, all-gearedup, are striving to move in the opposite direction to reach the fire. As planners, it becomes
vital to take these things into account. Just as lighting up the areas around toilets in a refugee
camp is no longer primarily a civilian protection measure employed to reduce the risk of
attacks, but considered proper planning and programming (Sphere Project, 2004).
Furthermore, In their review on household preparedness, Levac and colleagues (Levac et al.,
2012) indicated that although social networks a crucial aspect of household preparedness,
there are significant gaps in evidence-based research that can attest to what social capital is,
and how it can be an asset in emergencies.
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As it turns out, there are also currently gaps in the scientific literature when it comes to
standardised research on how people behave in crises. Knuth and colleagues (2014) have
through their development of the psychological self-response questionnaire BeSeCu-S
(Behaviour, Security, and Culture-Survivor) enabled a standardised investigation of the
experiences of (English-speaking) survivors from all kinds of emergencies, giving
information pre-divided into four stages: Beginning, Realisation, Evacuation and Aftermath
[of the event]. This kind of research is essential, as it allows for an investigation of the
differences between groups (e.g. cultures, genders, age) and highlights preparedness
activities. However, when it comes to whether or not Norwegians feel that they can be a
resource to their community in a crisis event, one interviewee stated that ‘the first thing we
should do is to knock on our neighbours’ doors. The worst thing we could do is to be
confined to our own home (…) as neighbours can be a priceless resource in a crisis event’
(A1). This statement is further strengthened by the fact that one out of two believed that they
could be a resource in their community if a crisis event were to occur, with 66 % believing
that they would get assistance from their neighbours if the need should arise (Storm-Mathisen
& Lavik, 2016). Another response indicated that they had faith in being helped by their
neighbours, as they ‘had a good relationship with their neighbours and that they trusted each
other’ (A3). This reality holds for many Norwegians, with research by Storm-Mathisen and
Lavik (2016) concluding that that just above half of Norwegians agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement that they know many people in their community. Furthermore, more than
four out of five have friends who live within cycling distance, and that three out of five have
family nearby. Overall, Storm-Mathisen and Lavik (2016) concluded that people living in
rural communities, especially the older ones, rank among the top, whereas young people in
cities are the less fortunate in these respects. Highlighting that the main issue was the lack of
knowledge about health profession workers residing within their community, wherein only
three out of ten knew such persons within their neighbourhood.
How, then, can one increase community resilience and preparedness levels? Norwegian
approaches to community preparedness initiatives are few and far between. Welsh (2013)
argues that while it seems like communities are expected to organise this effort themselves
and that governments do not seem to take much interest in such initiatives, especially when it
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comes to funding these. Collaboration between a plethora of governmental agencies, nongovernmental organisations, as well as communities is both required and essential to enable
resilient communities (Kapucu, 2008). To illustrate this, a pilot attempted at improving
community bushfire (wildfire) preparedness in Australia highlights the importance of
collaboration at the grassroots level. Active engagement of the community by the fire service
turned out to both increase individuals’ preparedness behaviour and fostering communitydriven preparedness action, which in combination ensured a sustained increase in community
preparedness (Frandsen et al., 2011). Enabling cooperation between communities and
authorities also can increase social cohesion and trust within those communities. Perhaps
primarily focusing on groups who might be at odds with each other or in any way more
vulnerable (e.g. elderly, uneducated, refugees) to establish and strengthen their feeling of
belonging to the community, ultimately leading to a more resilient community (Aldrich &
Meyer, 2015).
It is not only communication and bonding between different individuals and groups
within a community that matters. Community resilience is also closely connected with the
need for two-way communication between communities and government agencies, so that
knowledge about needs and concerns can be acknowledged and acted upon (Nicholls, 2012).
However, Forskningsrådet [The Research Council of Norway] (2018) recently reviewed how
Norwegian agencies communicated with the population and found that although they do
employ new digital spaces such as websites (e.g. kriseinfo.no) and social media (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter), most of the information is one-way. Both Facebook and Twitter allow for
multi-way communication (arguably, that is their primary function), yet the government does
not use this resource actively. The fact that this has not changed since the Haitian earthquake
in 2010, which served as a game-changer for social media as a tool for spreading information,
as well as calls for assistance, is troubling (Kodrich & Laituri, 2011). Furthermore, social
media can also be employed by civilians (e.g. individuals, community groups) to organise
support in a crisis event. However, based on the experiences of Williams and colleagues
(2012, p. 4), they soundly caution against its use. ‘Do not even attempt to set up a disaster
recovery site unless you are fully prepared to devote yourself 24/7 to the effort’, as the sheer
scope of responses and cries for assistance, as well as the organising of such, are massive.
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Although both were successful uses of social media, it also highlights a potential pitfall
which is highly relevant in a highly digitalised society such as Norway. Namely, the relative
frailty of basing much of the information and/or coordination effort on digital platforms as
these are likely to go down if a disruption occurs to another major piece of infrastructure (e.g.
power outages, cyber-terrorism). Additionally, the likelihood increases as both households
and the Norwegian authorities are reluctant in accepting that it might happen (StormMathisen & Lavik, 2016). In sum, it seems that the government is out-of-date in their
approach to social media usage, as well as out-of-touch with communities they rely on being
prepared, which might be indicative of why the response to the DSB leaflet was one of
disbelief (e.g. ‘fear-inducing propaganda’(A3) ), and raised questions like ‘why now?’ (A2).
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6. Conclusion
This thesis has through open-ended e-mail interviews investigated attitudes towards
household preparedness. It has identified that how municipality governments manage crises
and emergencies is a factor that individuals consider when they make choices about
preparedness. Although the general attitude in Norway has been that the government will deal
with most crises efficiently, the primary entity responsible for crisis management are the
municipalities. As indicated by the difference in responses between Askøy (2019 water
pollution) and Nesodden (2018 draught) the former handling of the crisis was judged to be
inadequate, and as such, resulted in respondents losing confidence in the administration,
whereas the latter municipality handled the draught to an acceptable standard. I have argued
that Norwegians might interpret swift admissions of bad management might as strength due
to the egalitarian ideals of the Nordic societies.
With regards to household preparedness storages / portable evacuation kits, it is possible
that the element of water storage might have been useful during the Askøy incident, although
it is not possible to clearly state that any of our interviewees who had elements of a
storage/kit, had actually used any of these elements during the two crises. It has also been
argued that storages/kits are poor indicators of household preparedness, as preparedness is a
dynamic activity, rather than static, and further to that, the need to include informal
preparedness actions in both research and measurements of household preparedness.
Households are currently not significantly included in the way the Norwegian authorities
develop preparedness measures. The need for households and communities to play an active
role in this effort is vital as they provide essential knowledge that is useful for the authorities.
Furthermore, it may bridge the gap between those that plan/do/facilitate crisis management
and laypeople who require information on what to do, how to do it, as well as a realistic
picture of hazards and dangers facing them.
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6.1. Implications for future practice and research
•

Type of official communication should support high levels of confidence, and employ
strategies that ensure an increase, or the least possible decrease, in confidence.

•

Research on household preparedness should take into account informal preparedness
actions and include measures of informal preparedness in measures of household
preparedness.

•

Evidence to the effect of a household preparedness storage / portable evacuation kit is
still lacking, and further research should attempt to close this gap.

•

The scientific community needs to pair up with emergency services to rectify the lack
of a gold standard, both when it comes to items to include and what term(s) should be
used for storages/kits.
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Appendix B – Original Norwegian Interview
Om forskningen.
Vi vet i dag lite om hva som får husholdninger og individer til å forbedre sin egenberedskap i
forbindelse med fremtidige krise- og katastrofesituasjoner. Myndighetene i mange land har likevel
utarbeidet lister over ting man bør ha i husholdet. I Norge er det Direktoratet for
samfunnssikkerhet og beredskap (DSB) som har det overordnede ansvaret, og deres råd om
egenberedskap har havnet i manges postkasser samtidig som de er lett tilgjengelig på internett
(sikkerhverdag.no). Til tross for at et beredskapslager anbefales i mange land, finnes det svært lite
forskning om nytteverdien i en krise- eller katastrofesituasjon.
Hvorfor vil jeg snakke med deg?
Vann er nummer én på alle beredskapslister, og grunnleggende for menneskers liv og helse.

Askøy:

Du er interessant fordi du er bosatt i en kommune som er midt i en vannkrise, og
som over tid har blitt vant til kokevarsler fra kommunen.

Nesodden:

Du er interessant fordi du er bosatt i en kommune hvor det er utstrakt
vannrasjonering, reservedrikkevannskilden er forurenset, og hvor
drikkevannsforsyningen ofte debatteres.
Spørsmål

Egenberedskap

1. Fortell om dine tanker, holdninger og erfaringer omkring temaet egenberedskap.
Svar:

2. Hvordan er din husholdning forberedt på en krise- eller katastrofesituasjon?
Svar:

3. Hvorfor og hvordan har du / din husholdning valgt å jobbe med egenberedskap? Svar:
Svar:

4. Hvordan har vannkrisen på Askøy, som har fått nasjonal oppmerksomhet, ført til endringer
eller tanker om beredskapsforberedelser i ditt hushold?
Svar:
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5. Har husholdningen din skaffet seg et beredskapslager slik som DSB anbefaler? Hva fikk deg til
å opparbeide deg (deler av) dette; og hvilke hindringer opplever du at står i veien for å
begynne / komme i mål?
Svar:

6. Har husholdningen din en beredskapsplan, og/eller hvilken informasjon innehar dere om
potensielle ressurser i nærmiljøet (mobilmast, bekk med rent vann, tilfluktsrom etc.)?
Svar:

7. Hvordan kan naboene dine være til hjelp i en krise- eller katastrofesituasjon?
Svar:

8. Hvordan kan du være til hjelp for naboene dine i en krise- eller katastrofesituasjon?
Svar:

9. I en tenkt krisesituasjon hvor vannet er forurenset, hvordan er din husholdning forberedt på
å takle dette?
Svar:

10. Hvilke konsekvenser kan totalt bortfall av vannforsyning ha for din husholdning, for
eksempel som konsekvens av et strømbrudd, og hvordan er du forberedt på å takle disse
utfordringene?
Svar:

11. Hva forventer du av lokale og nasjonale myndigheter i en krisesituasjon?
Svar:
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Appendix C – Themes, subthemes, and non-translated quotes from Norwegian interviews
Tema

Undertema

Sitater (referanse)

Eksempler på ting som fungerte i
Nesodden

‘Kommunen har sine beredskapsplaner. Eksempelvis ble
det i 2018 satt opp vannposter og i noen tilfeller kjørt ut
vann tik de som hadde borevann som gikk tomme.’ (N1)
‘At etablerte beredskapsplaner fungerer. Og at det
utplasseres rent drikkevann på de
forhåndsdefinerte/planlagte stedene innen 24 timer.’ (N2)
‘Dog har det vært flott å se hvor godt nabokommunene har
hjulpet oss i denne vannkrisen. Jeg ser feks Øygarden
brannvesen komme min to ganger daglig og leverer vann
til Isbjørn is slik at de kan holde produksjonen oppe. Vi får
også tilkjørt vanndunker fra Bergen Vann slik at vi kan
tappe på flasker og ta med hjem.’ (A3)
‘Vi er iallefall skremt over den dårlige beredskapsplanen
som er i kommunen. Det viste de ved vannkrisen. Så
skulle det komme en katastrofer eller annen krise (krig
etc.) Så må man stole på seg selv og ikke kommunen’ (A3)
‘Vi har ingen tiltro til at myndighetene klarer å håndtere en
større ulykke eller krise. For oss er det i bunn og grunn
bare sunn fornuft å skulle klare å ta vare på seg selv og
familien, og ikke stole helt og holdent på at andre skal
gjøre det.’ (A1)

Beredskapslager

(mis)tillit til kommunale og statlige beredskapsnivå

Tillit til samarbeid på tvers av
kommunegrenser

Mistillit basert på tidligere handlinger

Til tross for kokevarsler, ikke forberedt
med vanndunker = tillit til kommunens
kontroll over vannhygiene
Informasjon

‘Mtp. på vann-krise-situasjonen på Askøy var vi overhode
ikke forberedt på at dette kunne skje’ (A3)

Skremselspropaganda?

‘Ikke vært bevisst før de siste par årene, og ikke minst
hvorfor sendte DSB ut brev - det var en vekker…’ (A2)

Følger for behov for beredskapslager!

‘Til å begynne med opplevdes det som
‘skremselspropaganda’å motta en liste over ting man bør
ha lagret i hjemmet dersom det oppstår krise. Definisjonen
av krise var for meg ‘krig”. Men når man tenker ordet krig
i dag tenker man det blir atomkrig, og da dør alle. Ergo
ingen behov for beredskapslager’ (A3)

Vi har mye fra før

‘Vi har for eksempel ikke egne soveposer eller ullklær i et
beredskapslager, men vi har camping og friluftsutstyr som
vil være hensiktsmessige i en krisesituasjon’ (N2)

Plassmangel

‘Utfordringer er plassmangel til oppbevaring av nok vann’
(A3)

Alt kan ikke skaffes etterpå … HVOR
MYE VANN SOM GÅR MED PER
DAG…

‘Da vi for ‘nte gang de to siste årene fikk kokevarsel, bar
det rett på butikken for å kjøpe dunker. Jeg mottok varselet
på mobil ca 18:30 og når jeg var på butikken rundt kl 20
var det nesten ikke noe vann å oppdrive i nærbutikkene
(…) blitt en liten wakeup call på hvor mye vann som går

‘Jeg forventer at de prøver å gi så korrekt informasjon som
mulig, utover det har jeg ikke særlig forhåpninger’ (A1)
‘Tydelig og klare retningslinjer. Ingen nøling og tydelige
beskjeder til folket. Men viktigst, rask responstid’ (A2)
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Endring i egenberedskaps-nivå

hver dag. Det er ikke reint lite… både matlaging, hygiene
osv…’ (A3)

Antakelse om kort tid før ting er tilbake
til normalt…
Preppere = utsatte, blir latterliggjort

‘Vil anta att fravær av vann vil være av kort varighet, en
kan også kjøpe vann i butikken som nødløsning.’ (N1)
‘Vi er kjent i vennegjengen for å ta egenberedskap på
alvor. Og har måttet ta noen vennlige stikk på grunn av det
i løpet av de siste årene. Når da vannkrisen oppstod og
vannet ble utsolgt på butikkene, var det allikevel ingen
som tok kontakt for å låne vann.’ (A1)

Normaltilstand= alt fungerer = dårligere
forberedt

‘Når alt fungerer tenker en ofte ikke på slike eventuelle
utfordringer.’ (N1)

Handling som direkte følge av opplevd
vannmangel og Askøy.

‘Denne hendelsen sammen med andre hendelser og
tilstanden til den kommunale vannforsyningen har medført
at vi har besluttet å installere et 3 trinns vannrensesystem
partikkelfilter, kullfilter og UV-lys’ (N2)

^. Små barn er en utfordring.

‘Det har gjort oss mer bevisst på vannforbruket. Ved en
eventuelt krise vil det være umulig å ha nok vann. Da vi
har spedbarn i hus, har det gjort oss mer bevisst på å alltid
ha nan, og vann tilgjengelig. Men det er jo begrenser hvor
mye vann en kan lagre…’ (A3)

Samtaler som effektivt virkemiddel

‘Øvelser og kurs har gjort sitt, men det er vel kanskje mest
samtalene om emnet før, under og etter kurs og øvelser
som har gjort størst inntrykk’ (A1)

Klare seg selv

‘vi har tatt sikte på å være selvhjulpne’ (N2)

Samhold basert på relasjoner

‘Fordelen med mine nærmeste naboer er at vi har et godt
forhold og stoler på hverandre.’ (A3)
‘Naboer kan være en uvurderlig ressurs ved krise eller
katastrofe.’ (A1)

Samarbeid, community.

Kunnskap om naboer/forhold.

Kunnskap om ressursen samarbeid

‘Det første man må gjøre er å banke på. Så får vi ta det
derfra. Det verste vi kan gjøre er å sitte i hvert vårt hus.’
(A1)

Kunnskap om egen nytteverdi

‘Vi kan bidra med et varmt rom, førstehjelp, noe mat og
omsorg.’ (N2)

Egosentristisk i kriser?

‘Man vil jo først og fremst sikre sine egne barn og nære
familiemedlemmer. Jeg tror de fleste vil vise sine
egosentriske sider i slike kriser’ (A3)

Ikke få panikk…

‘Samhold, men i en reell katastrofesituasjon er jo sjansene
for panikk o.l. store.’ (A2)
‘Men i krisesituasjoner er det ikke alle som er like
konstruktive da’ (N1)
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